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ABSTRACT
We propose a novel video colorization method based on sparse optical flow and edge-oriented color propagation.
Colorization is a process of adding color to monochrome images or videos. In our video colorization method, it is
assumed that key frames are appropriately selected out of a grayscale video stream and are properly colorized in
advance. Once key frames are colorized, our method colorizes all the remaining grayscale frames automatically.
It is also possible to colorize key frames semi-automatically by our method. For colorizing a grayscale frame
between a pair of colorized key frames, sparse optical flow is computed first. The optical flow consists of reliable
motion vectors around strong feature points. The colors around feature points of key frames are then copied to
the grayscale frame according to the estimated motion vectors. Those colors are then propagated to the rest
of the grayscale frame. Colors are blended appropriately during the propagation process. A pair of accuracy
and priority measures is introduced to control how the color propagation proceeds. To successfully propagate
colors, it is important not to wrongly spread colors across edges. For this purpose, a set of neighboring pixels
is adaptively selected not to include edge-like areas and thus not to spread colors across edges. To evaluate
eﬀectiveness of our method, image colorization and video colorization were performed. Experimental results
show that our method can colorize images and videos better than previous methods when there are edges. We
also show that the proposed method enables us to easily modify colors in colored video streams.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Colorization is a process of adding color to monochrome images or videos. Typical applications of colorization
includes restoring colors of old films and providing special color eﬀects for photos. Since a common video stream
consists of a huge number of frames, video colorization is a time consuming process. To reduce the cost of the
colorization process, an automatic colorization method is required.
Several methods have been proposed for both image and video colorization. One of main approaches is
”example based method.” For example, Irony et al. proposed a colorization method which refers a given color
image and automatically adds ”micro color strokes” to a grayscale image and propagates the colors.1 This
method is suitable for tasks of colorizing complicated texture.
Another approach is ”user involved method.” In colorization methods of this type, for colorizing a frame, a
user is supposed to give color strokes appropriately which are used to estimate colors for the rest of the image.
Although user involved methods are semi-automatic in the strict sense because they require the user’s assist at
the initial step, but we simply call them automatic method in the sense that they can automate most processes
of colorization. In this paper, we employ this approach because it is superior to the others in respect of making
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color images reflect the user’s intention. Levin et al. proposed an interactive colorization system based on
the assumption that neighboring pixels of similar intensities have similar colors.2 Under this assumption, they
developed a cost function to be minimized for colorizing a grayscale image when initial color strokes are given. In
addition, they cover video colorization by extending the definition of neighborhood based on dense optical flow.
The colorized frames obtained by this method, however, can show wrongly spread colors over diﬀerent regions
because edges between regions are not apparently considered.
To solve this problem, J. H. Heu et al. proposed a method where color propagation in an image is controlled
by a pair of accuracy and priority measures defined for each pixel.3 Let us call their method as JHH method
in the rest of this paper. The accuracy measure of a pixel represents the reliability of the color provided for it.
The priority measure specifies an order among pixels to be colorized. The priority value of a pixel is defined by
a function of the pixel and its four neighbors. In the color propagation process of JHH method, the grayscale
pixels are colorized from the one with the highest priority value. The color of a pixel is derived by blending the
colors of its four neighboring pixels with considering their accuracy values. The accuracy and priority values of
pixels are updated as the color propagation process proceeds. For video colorization, JHH method copies colors
based on dense optical flow. The accuracy values of pixels are computed by estimating the reliability of the
derived motion vectors. The colors of pixels are then updated through the color propagation process.
Even with this method, however, we still suﬀer from the problem of inappropriate color propagation, since
the method always propagates colors using four neighbors of each pixel irrespective of edges. At the same time,
wrong estimation of motion vectors can also damage the result. A more precise color transferring and propagating
method is hence required to achieve video colorization with a high quality.
In this paper, we propose a new colorization method based on sparse optical flow and edge-oriented color
propagation. In our method, it is assumed that key frames are selected out appropriately from a grayscale
video stream and are properly colorized in advance. Once key frames are colorized, our method colorizes all the
remaining grayscale frames automatically. More specifically, we use a pair of colorized key frames for colorizing
an in-between grayscale frame. We can also colorize key frames semi-automatically with our color propagation
method when initial color strokes are provided appropriately.
Our method consists of two stages. In the first stage, a grayscale frame between a pair of key frames is
partially colorized by transferring colors around feature points in the key frames. By computing sparse but
reliable optical flow for strong feature points, we can transfer only reliable colors to the grayscale frame and thus
reduce the influence of wrong motion estimation. Colors transferred by a motion vector to a target frame are
accompanied with an accuracy value which represents how reliable the motion vector is. Accuracy values are
used for estimation of the colors of remaining grayscale pixels. As a result of the first stage process, the grayscale
frames are thus partially colorized. We propagate the copied colors around feature points to remaining grayscale
pixels in the second stage. For propagating colors, we use priority and accuracy measures like the JHH method.
As is already stated, in the JHH method, four neighboring pixels are always used for computing priority values
and propagating colors, which causes colors are wrongly propagated across edges. In our edge-oriented color
propagation method, instead of four pixels neighbors, we introduce nine diﬀerent sets of neighboring pixels and
select one of them adaptively with considering edges for computing priority values and propagating colors. This
propagation method enables us to avoid spreading inappropriate colors across edges. The accuracy and priority
values are updated during the color propagation process.
We have carried out experiments of still image colorization and video colorization. The still image experimental results show our propagation algorithm works well when there are edges. Video experimental results
demonstrate that our method can colorize videos with good quality and thus our method is useful. We also show
that our method enables us to easily modify colors in colored video streams.

2. COLORIZATION ALGORITHM
Our method mainly aims at colorizing grayscale video streams where key frames are appropriately selected and
are separately colorized in advance. As we mentioned above, our method consists of two stages: color transfer
from colorized key frames and color propagation in each grayscale frame. In the first stage, we transfer colors
from a pair of key frames to an in-between grayscale frame. We copy colors around strong feature points to a

grayscale frame using sparse optical flow. In the second stage, we propagate the copied colors to grayscale pixels
remaining in the target frame based on accuracy and priority measures. In order to avoid spreading colors across
edges during color propagation, we introduce nine diﬀerent sets of neighboring pixels and select one of them
adaptively.
For representing color values, we employ YUV color space. In this paper, the intensity component Y and
color components U and V of a pixel p in a frame k are denoted as:
Yk (p)
Ck (p) = (Uk (p), Vk (p)).

(1)
(2)

In this section, we explain the first stage of our method in Section 2.1 including the way of transferring colors
by sparse optical flow and the definition of the accuracy value. We then describe the details of the second stage
of the edge-oriented color propagation method in Section 2.2. We first introduce the nine sets of neighboring
pixels and describe how to use them in our method. Next, the definitions of the priority value and a blending
function for color propagation are given. We also explain how to update accuracy and priority values and how
we complete the color propagation process.

2.1 Color Transfer to Grayscale Frame
In the first stage, we copy colors from a pair of key frames to a target grayscale frame according to sparse optical
flow. Let k1 and k2 be colorized key frames and g be a grayscale frame between them. Optical flow is computed
once between the first (front) key frame k1 and the target frame g. Another optical flow is computed between the
second (back) key frame k2 and the same target frame g. Both optical flows are used for copying colors. Copying
color from both front and back key frames helps us to better colorize a grayscale frame when new objects are
suddenly appeared. If we copy colors only from the first key frame k1 , we cannot provide color components with
objects that are not appeared in the frame k1 . In contrast, if we copy colors from front and back key frames,
it would increase chance to provide appropriate colors for such objects. To copy color components to correct
regions, we have to derive reliable optical flow. For this purpose, we employ pyramidal implementation of the
Lucas-Kanade feature tracker.4
For computing optical flow, first, we extract corner-like feature points from a pair of key frames. Motion
vectors of the corner-like points are then easily estimated using the Lucas-Kanade feature tracker. We can thus
derive optical flow which is sparse but consists of reliable motion vectors, which prevents us from copying colors
wrongly. According to the obtained optical flow, we copy colors around feature points to the grayscale frame
g. Let pi be a feature point in key frame kj (j = 1, 2). Colors of pixels around pi are copied to the frame g as
follows:
Cg (s + vpi ) ← Ckj (s), s ∈ Bpi , pi ∈ kj

(3)

where vpi is the motion vector of pi and Bpi is a block centered at pi . The size of Bpi is given by a parameter.
We now define the accuracy values for the pixel at s + vpi of the frame g as
{
exp(−|Ykj (s) − Yg (s + vpi )|) SAD(pi + vpi , pi ) ≥ T,
a(s + vpi ) =
(4)
1
otherwise,
∑
SAD(pi + vpi , pi ) =
(5)
q∈Bpi |Yg (q + vpi ) − Ykj (q)|
where T is a threshold value. Note that 0 < a(p) ≤ 1 for each pixel p. Accuracy is high when the color of a pixel
is copied with a reliable motion vector.
According to the above definitions, it can happen that more than one color components of pixels in key
frames are to be copied to a certain pixel in the target frame. Suppose that we transfer color components from
color pixels si (si ∈ Bpi , i = 1, . . . , n) to the same target pixel t. In this case, we define the color and accuracy

value of the pixel t by taking a weighted sum as:
1∑
a(si + vpi )
n i=1
∑n
i=1 C(si )a(si + vpi )
.
na(t)
n

a(t)

←

Cg (t)

←

(6)
(7)

Note that we keep the intensity value Yg (p) intact for each pixel p in the target frame g. When the first stage of
our method is finished, we obtain a partially colorized frame as shown in Figure 1.

(a) Front key frame

(b) Partially colorized frame

(c) Back key frame

Figure 1. An example of color transfer from a pair of key frames

2.2 Color Propagation
In the second stage, we propagate the colors to the rest of the frame. We assume that a pixel has a similar
color with its neighboring pixels unless there are edges. When propagating colors to a grayscale pixel from
neighboring pixels, it is important not to spread colors across edges. For this purpose, we adaptively select a set
of neighboring pixels without edges. This adaptive selection of neighborhood is inspired by an edge preserving
smoothing algorithm.5
Since the pixels often reveal significantly diﬀerent intensity values across an edge, it is likely that a set of
neighboring pixels includes an edge when the variance of intensity values is large. With this consideration, we
compute the intensity variance values for diﬀerent sets of neighboring pixels and select the set that has the
minimum intensity variance for propagating colors. Figure 2 shows the nine sets of neighboring pixels used in
our method. The priority value of a pixel is defined based on the intensity diﬀerences and the accuracy values

Figure 2. Nine sets of neighboring pixels for the pixel at the center

of pixels in the selected set of neighboring pixels Np as:
∑
π(p) =
a(q)exp(−|Y (q) − Y (p)|).

(8)

q∈Np

The priority value of a pixel p becomes high when Np consists of pixels that have similar intensity values and
high accuracy values.
Because it is expected that we can more confidently propagate the color to a pixel with a higher priority value
than to ones with lower priority values, in the color propagation process, we search for a pixel with the highest
priority value and propagate color to it first. The color of grayscale pixel is derived by blending the colors of
pixels in the Np according to the following equation:
C(p) ←

∑
q∈Np

C(q)

a(q)exp(−|Y (q) − Y (p)|)
.
π(p)

(9)

After a pixel p is colorized, we update its accuracy as a(p) = 1 and recalculate the priority values of the pixels
in the area where the accuracy of the pixel p can aﬀect. We then search for a pixel with the highest priority
value again and propagate color to it from its neighboring pixels. This color propagation process, i.e., searching
a pixel with the highest priority, propagating colors and updating accuracy and priority values, is repeated until
the accuracy values of all the pixels become 1. When the color propagation process is finished, we obtain a fully
colorized frame.

3. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, colorization results by our method are compared with those by previous colorization methods. We
performed still image colorization and video colorization. The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) was employed
to evaluate the resulting images.

3.1 Still Image Colorization
We evaluated the performance of our propagation method through still image colorization. We compared our
method with the JHH method3 and Levin et al.’s method.2 The color image shown in Figure 3(a) was converted
into grayscale and color strokes were added as shown in Figure 3(b). This image was provided for Levin et al.’s
method, JHH method, and ours. The results of colorization are shown in Figure 3(c), (d), and (e) respectively.

(a) original image

(b) input image

(c) Levin et al.’s
method (32.66dB)

(d) JHH method
(31.66dB)

(e) Our method
(32.76dB)

Figure 3. Still image colorization results (1)

In Figure 3 and Figure 4, we can find that the sleeve region and fingers are wrongly colorized by Levin et al.’s
method and JHH method, while our method successfully restores correct colors. Figure 5 shows another example
of still image colorization. The given color strokes are so limited as shown in Figure 5(b). From Figure 5(c), it

(a) Levin et al.’s method

(b) JHH method

(c) Our method

Figure 4. Close-ups of results shown in Figure 3

(a) original image

(b) input image

(c) Levin et al.’s
method (26.33dB)

(d) JHH method
(32.80dB)

(e) Our method
(33.39dB)

Figure 5. Still image colorization results (2)

seems that more initial strokes are required for Levin et al.’s method to achieve an acceptable quality. As we see
in Figure 5(d), the image generated by JHH method is well colorized roughly, but we can still see inappropriate
colors spreading in the right bottom region. Our method gives a satisfactory image with this small amount of
strokes as shown in Figure 5(e).
As these results show, our method outperformed the previous methods. It is, however, not always the case.
Because our method progressively propagates colors based on neighborhood, it is not suitable for restoring gradual
changes of colors as shown in Figure 6. This result indicates that colorization algorithm using optimization is
more eligible for this kind of images.

(d)Input image

(b)Levin et al.’s method

(c)Our method

Figure 6. Colorized gradation images by Levin et al.’s method2 and ours

3.2 Video Colorization
We performed video colorization by our method and JHH method. In this experiment, in order to evaluate how
video colorization works among frames, test video streams were prepared by converting color video streams into

grayscale frames with color key frames remaining at every five frames. We colorized test video streams and
computed PSNR values. The mean of PSNR values of the colorized frames by our method slightly exceeded

Video 1. A video colorization result (1)
http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/12.2037496.1

Video 2. A video colorization result (2)
http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/12.2037496.2
JHH method’s one for the video stream ”mobile” (Video 1): the value of our method was 32.51dB and that of
JHH method’s was 32.04dB. For another video stream ”coast guard” (Video 2), however, the value of ours was
45.32dB and that of JHH method’s was 46.59dB. Although our method did not show significant advantage in
PSNR, we found that our method more successfully colorized objects those were occluded by other objects or cut
into frames from outside. An example is shown in Video 1. The ball in front of the locomotive was successfully
colorized by our method, while not by JHH method.
We also modified colors of a region in the ”mobile” video stream. By just modifying colors in key frames,
we could colorize all the frames with modified colors. The color of horses in Video 3 was modified from blue to
brown.

Video 3. A result of video color modification
http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/12.2037496.3

4. SUMMARY
We have presented a novel video colorization method based on sparse optical flow and edge-oriented color
propagation in this paper. Given a pair of color key frames, our method automatically colorizes the in-between
grayscale frames. Colors around feature points of key frames are transferred to a grayscale frame by computing
reliable motion vectors as sparse optical flow. Those colors are then propagated to the rest of the grayscale
frame. On propagating colors, we select adaptively one of nine sets of neighboring pixels not to spread colors
across edges. Experimental results show that our method can better colorize images and videos than previous
methods when there are edges. We also show that our method can easily modify colors of color video streams.
Future directions of this study include adaptive selection of key frames to further automate our video colorization process. Colorization of video streams consisting of line art frames is another interesting issue, which
would be quite useful for creating animation films.
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